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Abstract: A measurement of the dierential branching fraction of the decay
B0 ! K(892)0+  is presented together with a determination of the S-wave fraction
of the K+  system in the decay B0 ! K+ + . The analysis is based on pp-
collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb 1 collected with the LHCb
experiment. The measurements are made in bins of the invariant mass squared of the
dimuon system, q2. Precise theoretical predictions for the dierential branching fraction
of B0 ! K(892)0+  decays are available for the q2 region 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4. In
this q2 region, for the K+  invariant mass range 796 < mK < 996 MeV=c2, the S-wave
fraction of the K+  system in B0 ! K+ +  decays is found to be
FS = 0:101 0:017(stat) 0:009(syst);
and the dierential branching fraction of B0 ! K(892)0+  decays is determined to be
dB=dq2 = (0:392+0:020 0:019(stat) 0:010(syst) 0:027(norm)) 10 7c4=GeV2:
The dierential branching fraction measurements presented are the most precise to date
and are found to be in agreement with Standard Model predictions.
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1 Introduction
The decay B0! K0+  proceeds via a b! s `+`  avour-changing neutral-current tran-
sition. In the Standard Model (SM), this transition is forbidden at tree level and must there-
fore occur via a loop-level process. Extensions to the SM predict new particles that can con-
tribute to the b! s `+`  process and aect the rate and angular distribution of the decay.
Recently, global analyses of measurements involving b! s `+`  processes have reported sig-
nicant deviations from SM predictions [1{15]. These deviations could be explained either
by new particles [3, 4, 10, 11, 14{16] or by unexpectedly large hadronic eects [9, 13, 17].
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In this paper, the symbol K0 denotes any neutral strange meson in an excited state
that decays to a K+ and a  .1 For invariant masses of the K+  system in the range
considered in this analysis, the K0 decay products are predominantly found in a P- or S-
wave state. The fractional size of the scalar (S-wave) component of the K+  system (FS)
depends on the squared invariant mass of the dimuon system (q2). This dependence is
expected to be similar to that of the longitudinal polarisation fraction (FL) of the K
(892)0
meson [18{20].
The S-wave fraction is predicted to be maximal in the q2 range
1:0 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4 [18{20]. A previous analysis by the LHCb collaboration set an
upper limit of FS < 0:07 at 68% condence level for invariant masses of the K
+  system
in the range 792 < mK < 992 MeV=c
2 [21]. The measurement was performed by exploiting
the phase shift of the K(892)0 Breit-Wigner function around the corresponding pole mass.
In all previous determinations of the dierential branching fraction of
B0! K(892)0+  decays [21{25], the K(892)0 was selected by requiring a win-
dow of size 80{380 MeV=c2 around the known K(892)0 mass, but no correction was
made for the scalar fraction. This fraction was assumed to be small and was treated
as a systematic uncertainty. The measurements of the dierential branching fraction of
B0! K(892)0+  decays are included in global analyses of b! s `+`  processes. As
these analyses make use of theory predictions which are made purely for the resonant
P-wave part of the K+  system, an accurate assessment of the S-wave component in
B0! K0+  decays is critical.
In this paper, the rst measurement of FS in B
0 ! K0+  decays is presented.
The measurement is performed through a t to the kaon helicity angle [21, 26], K ,
and the mK spectrum, in the range 644 < mK < 1200 MeV=c
2. Motivated by previ-
ous estimates of the S-wave fraction [18{21], FS is also determined in a narrower win-
dow of 796 < mK < 996 MeV=c
2. The values of FS are reported in eight bins of q
2
of approximately 2 GeV2=c4 width, and in two larger bins 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4 and
15:0 < q2 < 19:0 GeV2=c4. The choice of q2 bins is identical to that of ref. [27].
The measurements of FS allow the determination of the dierential branching fraction
of the B0! K(892)0+  decay. The dierential branching fraction is determined by
normalising the B0! K(892)0+  yield in each q2 bin to the total event yield of the
B0! J= K0 control channel, where the J= ! +  decay mode is used. The mea-
surements are made using a pp-collision data sample recorded by the LHCb experiment in
Run 1, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb 1. These data were collected at
centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV during 2011 and 2012 respectively. The dierential
branching fraction measurement is complementary to the angular analysis presented in
ref. [27], and supersedes that of ref. [21]. The latter analysis was performed on a 1 fb 1
subset of the Run 1 data sample.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the angular and mK distribu-
tions of B0! K0+  decays with the K+  system in a P- or S-wave state. Section 3
describes the LHCb detector and the procedure used to generate simulated data. The
1Inclusion of charge conjugate processes is implied throughout this paper unless otherwise noted.
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reconstruction and selection of B0! K+ +  candidates are described in section 4.
Section 5 describes the parameterisation of the mass distributions and section 6 describes
the determination of FS, including the method used to correct for the detection and selec-
tion biases. The measurement of the dierential branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+ 
decays is presented in section 7. The systematic uncertainties aecting the measurements
are discussed in section 8. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 9.
2 The angular distribution and FS
The nal state of the B0! K0+  decay is completely described by q2, and the three
decay angles, ~
  (cos K ; cos `; ) [21]. The angle between the + ( ) and the direction
opposite to that of the B0 (B0) meson in the rest frame of the dimuon system is denoted
by `. The angle between the direction of the K
+ (K ) and the B0 (B0) meson in the
rest frame of the K0 (K0) is denoted by K . The angle between the plane dened by
the dimuon pair and the plane dened by the kaon and pion in the B0 (B0) rest frame is
denoted by .
In the limit that the dimuon mass is large compared to the mass of the muons
(q2  4m2), this choice of the angular basis allows the dierential decay rates of
B0! K0+  and B0! K0+  decays to be written as
d5(  +  )
dmKdq2 d~

=
9
32
h
(Is1 +
Is1) sin
2 K(1 + 3 cos 2`) + (I
c
1 +
Ic1) cos
2 K(1  cos 2`) +
+ (I3 + I3) sin
2 K sin
2 ` cos 2+ (I4 + I4) sin 2K sin 2` cos +
+(I5 + I5) sin 2K sin ` cos+ (I6s + I6s) sin
2 K cos ` +
+(I7 + I7) sin 2K sin ` sin+ (I8 + I8) sin 2K sin 2` sin +
+(I9 + I9) sin
2 K sin
2 ` sin 2+ (I10 + I10)(1  cos 2`) + (2.1)
+(I11 + I11) cos K(1  cos 2`) +
(I14 + I14) sin K sin 2` cos+ (I15 + I15) sin K sin ` cos +
+(I16 + I16) sin K sin ` sin+ (I17 + I17) sin K sin 2` sin
i
;
where   and   denote the decay rates of the B0 and B0 respectively. The 15 coecients
Ij (Ij) are bilinear combinations of the K
0 (K0) decay amplitudes and vary with q2 and
mK. The numbering of the coecients follows the convention used in ref. [27]. Coecients
Ij with j  9 involve P-wave amplitudes only, coecient I10 involves S-wave amplitudes
only and coecients with 11  j  17 describe the interference between P- and S-wave
amplitudes [28].
The polarity of the LHCb dipole magnet, discussed in section 3, is reversed periodically.
Coupled with the fact that B0 and B0 decays are studied simultaneously, this results in
a symmetric detection eciency in . Therefore, the angular distribution is simplied by
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performing a transformation of the  angle such that
0 =
(
+  if  < 0
 otherwise;
(2.2)
which results in the cancellation of terms in eq. (2.1) that have a sin or cos dependence.
The remaining Ij and Ij coecients can be written in terms of the decay amplitudes
given in ref. [27]. Dening ~
0  (cos K ; cos `; 0), the resulting dierential decay rate has
the form
d5(  +  )
dmKdq2 d~
0
=
1
4
GS jfLASS(mK)j2 (1  cos 2`) +
+
3
4
G0P jfBW(mK)j2 cos2 K(1  cos 2`) +
+
p
3
2
Re
 
GReSP + iG
Im
SP

fLASS(mK)f

BW(mK)

cos K(1  cos 2`)+
+
9
16
G
?k
P jfBW(mK)j2 sin2 K

1 +
1
3
cos 2`

+ (2.3)
+
3
8
S3(G
0
P +G
?k
P ) jfBW(mK)j2 sin2 K sin2 ` cos 20+
+
3
2
AFB(G
0
P +G
?k
P ) jfBW(mK)j2 sin2 K cos `+
+
3
4
S9(G
0
P +G
?k
P ) jfBW(mK)j2 sin2 K sin2 ` sin 20;
where fBW(mK) denotes the mK dependence of the resonant P-wave component, which
is modelled using a relativistic Breit-Wigner function. The S-wave component is modelled
using the LASS parameterisation [29], fLASS(mK). The exact denitions of the P- and
S-wave line shapes are given in appendix A. The real-valued coecients GS , G
Re
SP, G
Im
SP,
G0P and G
?k
P are bilinear combinations of the q
2-dependent parts of the K0 (K0) helicity
amplitudes AL;Ri (q
2) (A
L;R
i (q
2)) and are given by
GS = jALS(q2)j2 + jARS (q2)j2 + jALS(q2)j2 + jARS (q2)j2;
GReSP + iG
Im
SP = A
L
SA
L
0 +A
R
SA
R
0 +A
L
SA
L
0 +A
R
SA
R
0 ;
G0P = jAL0 (q2)j2 + jAR0 (q2)j2 + jAL0 (q2)j2 + jAR0 (q2)j2; (2.4)
G
?k
P =
X
i=?;k
jALi (q2)j2 + jARi (q2)j2 + jALi (q2)j2 + jARi (q2)j2;
where L and R denote the (left- and right-handed) chiralities of the dimuon system. These
coecients are determined through the extended maximum likelihood t described in sec-
tion 6.2. The coecients S3, AFB and S9 are CP -averaged observables that are dened
in ref. [27]. The integral of eq. (2.3) with respect to cos ` and 
0 is independent of these
observables. However, detection eects that are either asymmetric or non-uniform in cos `
and 0 introduce a residual dependence on these observables. In this analysis, S3, AFB and
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S9 are set to their measured values [27]. The systematic uncertainty associated with this
choice is negligible.
Using the denitions of eq. (2.4), the S-wave fraction FS in the range a < mK < b can
be determined from the coecients GS and G
0;?k
P , through
FSjba =
GS
R b
a dmK jfLASS(mK)j2
GS
R b
a dmK jfLASS(mK)j2 +

G0P +G
?k
P
 R b
a dmK jfBW(mK)j2
: (2.5)
3 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [30, 31] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system divided into three sub-systems: a
silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip
detector that is located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm,
and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes situated downstream of
the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged
particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at
200 GeV=c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact param-
eter, is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component of the
momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV=c. Dierent types of charged hadrons are distin-
guished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. Photons,
electrons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-
pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter.
Muons are identied by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire
proportional chambers. The online event selection is performed by a trigger [32], which
consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems,
followed by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.
A large sample of simulated events is used to determine the eect of the detector ge-
ometry, trigger, and the selection criteria on the angular distribution of the signal, and to
determine the ratio of eciencies between the signal and the B0! J= K0 normalisation
mode. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [33, 34] with a specic
LHCb conguration [35]. The decay of the B0 meson is described by EvtGen [36], which
generates nal-state radiation using Photos [37]. As described in ref. [38], the Geant4
toolkit [39, 40] is used to implement the interaction of the generated particles with the
detector and the detector response. Data-driven corrections are applied to the simula-
tion following the procedure of ref. [27]. These corrections account for the small level of
mismodelling of the detector occupancy, the B0 momentum and vertex quality, and the
particle identication (PID) performance.
4 Selection of signal candidates
The B0! K0+  signal candidates are rst required to pass the hardware trigger, which
selects events containing at least one muon with transverse momentum pT > 1:48 GeV=c in
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the 7 TeV data or pT > 1:76 GeV=c in the 8 TeV data. In the subsequent software trigger,
at least one of the nal-state particles is required to have pT > 1:7 GeV=c in the 7 TeV data
or pT > 1:6 GeV=c in the 8 TeV data, unless the particle is identied as a muon in which
case pT > 1:0 GeV=c is required. The nal-state particles that satisfy these transverse
momentum criteria are also required to have an impact parameter larger than 100 m with
respect to all PVs in the event. Finally, the tracks of two or more of the nal-state particles
are required to form a vertex that is signicantly displaced from the PVs.
Signal candidates are formed from a pair of oppositely charged tracks that are identied
as muons, combined with a K0 meson candidate. The K0 candidate is formed from two
oppositely charged tracks that are identied as a kaon and a pion. These signal candidates
are required to pass a set of loose preselection requirements, which are identical to those
described in ref. [27], with the exception that the K0 candidate is required to have an in-
variant mass in the wider 644 < mK < 1200 MeV=c
2 range. The preselection requirements
exploit the decay topology of B0 ! K0+  transitions and restrict the data sample
to candidates with good quality vertex and track ts. Candidates are required to have a
reconstructed B0 invariant mass (mK) in the range 5170 < mK < 5780 MeV=c
2.
The backgrounds formed by combining particles from dierent b- and c-hadron decays
are referred to as combinatorial. Such backgrounds are suppressed with the use of a Boosted
Decision Tree (BDT) [41, 42]. The BDT used for the present analysis is identical to that
described in ref. [27] and the same working point is used. The BDT selection has a signal ef-
ciency of 90% while removing 95% of the combinatorial background surviving the preselec-
tion. The eciency of the BDT is uniform with respect to mK in the above mass range.
Specic background processes can mimic the signal if their nal states are misidentied
or misreconstructed. The requirements of ref. [27] are reassessed and found to reduce
the sum of all backgrounds from such decay processes to a level of less than 2% of the
expected signal yield. The only requirement that is modied in the present analysis is that
responsible for removing genuine B0! K0+  decays, where the track of the genuine
pion is reconstructed with the kaon hypothesis and vice versa. These misidentied signal
candidates occur more often in the wider mK window used for the present analysis, and
are reduced by tightening the requirements made on the kaon and pion PID information
provided by the RICH detectors. After the application of all the selection criteria, this
specic background process is reduced to less than 1% of the level of the signal.
5 The K+ +  and K+  mass distributions
The K+ +  invariant mass is used to discriminate between signal and background.
The distribution of the signal candidates is modelled using the sum of two Gaussian func-
tions with a common mean, each with a power law tail on the lower side. The parame-
ters describing this model are determined from ts to B0! J= K0 data in a q2 range
9:22 < q2 < 9:96 GeV2=c4 and with an mK range of 644 < mK < 1200 MeV=c
2, shown in
the left hand plot of gure 1. These parameters are xed for the subsequent ts to the B0!
K0+  candidates in the same mK range. In samples of simulated B0! K0+ 
decays, the mK resolution is observed to dier from that in B
0! J= K0 decays by 2
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Figure 1. Invariant mass mK of (left) the B
0! J= K0 decay and (right) the signal decay
B0! K0+  integrated over the q2 regions described in the text. The individual signal (blue
shaded area) and background (red hatched area) components are shown. The solid line denotes the
total tted distribution.
to 8% depending on q2. A correction factor is therefore derived from the simulation and
is applied to the widths of the Gaussian functions in the dierent q2 bins. In the ts to
B0! J= K0 decays, an additional component is included to account for the B0s! J= K0
process. The size of this additional component is taken to be 0.8% of the B0! J= K0
signal [43]. The t to the B0 ! J= K0 mode gives 389 577  649 decays. In the ts
to B0! K0+  decays, shown in the right hand plot of gure 1, the B0s! K0+ 
contribution is neglected. The systematic uncertainty related to ignoring this background
process is negligible. For both B0! J= K0 and B0! K0+  decays, the combinato-
rial background in the K+ +  invariant mass spectrum is described by an exponential
function. The B0! K0+  yield integrated over the q2 ranges 0:1 < q2 < 8:0 GeV2=c4,
11:0 < q2 < 12:5 GeV2=c4 and 15:0 < q2 < 19:0 GeV2=c4 is determined to be 2593  60.
The q2 regions 8:0 < q2 < 11:0 GeV2=c4 and 12:5 < q2 < 15:0 GeV2=c4 are dominated
by the contributions from B0! J= K0 and B0!  (2S)K0 decays respectively and are
therefore excluded in the ts to the signal B0! K0+  decays.
As discussed in section 2, the K+  invariant mass distribution of the signal candi-
dates is modelled with two distributions. A relativistic Breit-Wigner function is used for
the P-wave component and the LASS parameterisation for the S-wave component. The
parameters of these functions are xed to the values determined in B0! J= K0 decays
using the model described in ref. [44]. A systematic uncertainty is assigned for this choice.
The K+  invariant mass distribution of the combinatorial background is modelled
using an empirical threshold function of the form
fbkg(mK) = (mK  mthr)1=; (5.1)
where mthr = 634 MeV=c
2 is given by the sum of the pion and kaon masses [45], and  is a
parameter determined from ts to the data. This model has been validated on data from
the upper mK sideband, dened as 5350 < mK < 5780 MeV=c
2, where no resonant
structure in the mK spectrum is observed.
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional projections of the eciency (left) in the cos K{q
2 plane and (right)
in the mK{q
2 plane, determined from a principal moments analysis of simulated four-body
B0! K+ +  phase-space decays. The colour scale denotes the eciency in arbitrary units.
The lack of entries in the top right corner of the mK{q
2 distribution is due to the limited phase
space available in the decay of the B0 meson.
6 Determination of the S-wave fraction
6.1 Eciency correction
The trigger, selection, and detector geometry bias the distributions of the decay angles
cos K , cos `, 
0, as well as the q2 and mK distributions. The dominant sources of bias are
the geometrical acceptance of the detector and the requirements on the track momentum,
the impact parameter, and the PID of the hadrons.
The method for obtaining the eciency correction, described in ref. [27], is extended
to also include the mK dimension. The detection eciency is expressed in terms of
orthonormal Legendre polynomials of order n, Pn(x), as
(q2;mK; ~

0) =
X
g;h;i;j;k
cghijkPg(mK)Ph(cos `)Pi(cos K)Pj(
0)Pk(q2): (6.1)
As the polynomials are orthonormal over the domain x 2 [ 1; 1], the observables mK, 0,
and q2 are linearly transformed to lie within this domain when evaluating the eciency.
The sum in eq. (6.1) runs up to 5th order for cos K and 
0, and up to 8th, 7th and 6th
order for cos `, q
2 and mK respectively. The coecients cghijk are determined using a
principal moment analysis of simulated four-body B0! K+ +  phase-space decays.
Two-dimensional projections of the detection eciency as a function of cos K{q
2 and
mK{q
2 are shown in gure 2.
6.2 Fit to the mass and angular distributions
An extended maximum likelihood t to mK, mK and cos K is performed in each
bin of q2 in order to determine the coecients GS , G
Re
SP, G
Im
SP and G
?k
P averaged over the
q2 bin. Given these coecients, the S-wave fraction FS is extracted using eq. (2.5). The
angular distribution of the signal is described by eq. (2.3) multiplied by the eciency model
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Figure 3. Angular and mass distributions for the q2 bin 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4. The distributions
of cos K and mK are shown for candidates in the signal mK window of 50 MeV=c2 around the
known B0 mass. The solid line denotes the total tted distribution. The individual components,
signal (blue shaded area) and background (red hatched area), are also shown.
evaluated at the centre of the q2 bin (q2bc). Integrating over cos ` and 
0 simplies the t,
while retaining the sensitivity to the parameters related to FS. The resulting angular and
mK distribution of the signal, Psig, within a bin q
2
min < q
2 < q2max, is given by
Psig(mK; cos K) =
Z q2max
q2min
Z 
0
Z 1
 1
dcos `d
0dq2

d5(  +  )
dmKdq2 d~
0
 (q2bc;mK; ~
0)

;
(6.2)
The overall scale of Psig is set by xing the parameter G
0
P to an arbitrary value. The mK
distribution of the signal is assumed to factorise with Psig(mK; cos K). This assumption
is validated using simulated events.
The cos K distribution of the combinatorial background is modelled with a second-
order polynomial where all parameters are allowed to vary in the t. The mK, mK
and cos K distributions of the combinatorial background are assumed to factorise. This
assumption has been validated on data from the upper mK sideband. Figure 3 shows
the projections of the probability distribution function on the angular and mass distribu-
tions for the q2 bin 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4. Projections of other q2 bins are provided in
appendix B.
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Figure 4. Results for the S-wave fraction (FS) in bins of q
2 in the range (left) 644 < mK <
1200 MeV=c2 and (right) 796 < mK < 996 MeV=c
2. The uncertainties shown are the quadratic sum
of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The shape of FS is found to be compatible with the
smoothly varying distribution of FL, as measured in ref. [27].
6.3 Result for FS
Using eq. (2.5), FS is determined in the full mK region of the t, FSj1200644 , and in the
narrow mK region, FSj996796. The statistical uncertainty on FS is determined using the
following procedure. Values of the parameters of the t are generated according to a multi-
dimensional bifurcated Gaussian distribution. This distribution is constructed out of the
correlation matrix of the t and the asymmetric uncertainties obtained from a prole like-
lihood. For each generated set of parameters of the t, a value of FS is computed. The
68% condence interval is dened by taking the 16th{84th percentiles of the resulting dis-
tribution of FS. The correct coverage of this method is validated using pseudoexperiments
generated with a wide range of FS values.
Figure 4 shows the values of FSj1200644 and FSj996796 in each q2 bin. The uncertainties
given are a quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The results are also
reported in table 1. The sources of systematic uncertainty are detailed in section 8. As
expected, the shape of the measured FS distribution is found to be compatible with the
smoothly varying distribution of FL measured in ref. [27].
The presence of a nonresonant P-wave component in the K+  system has been
suggested in refs. [46, 47]. However, no evidence for such a component was found in the
current data sample. The eect of neglecting a nonresonant P-wave contribution with a
relative phase and magnitude varied within the statistical uncertainties determined in this
analysis, was found to be negligible.
7 Dierential branching fraction of the decay B0! K(892)0+ 
The dierential branching fraction of the decay B0! K(892)0+  is estimated by
normalising the signal yield, nK0+  , obtained from the t described in section 6.2, to
the total event yield of the decay B0! J= K0, nJ= K0 . The number of B0! J= K0
events is obtained from a t to the mK spectrum using the same q
2 range as for the
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q2 bin (GeV2=c4) FSj996796 FSj1200644
0:10 < q2 < 0:98 0:021+0:015 0:011  0:009 0:052+0:035 0:027  0:013
1:1 < q2 < 2:5 0:144+0:035 0:030  0:010 0:304+0:058 0:053  0:013
2:5 < q2 < 4:0 0:029+0:031 0:020  0:010 0:071+0:069 0:049  0:015
4:0 < q2 < 6:0 0:117+0:027 0:023  0:008 0:254+0:048 0:044  0:012
6:0 < q2 < 8:0 0:033+0:022 0:019  0:009 0:082+0:049 0:045  0:016
11:0 < q2 < 12:5 0:021+0:021 0:016  0:007 0:049+0:048 0:039  0:014
15:0 < q2 < 17:0  0:008+0:033 0:014  0:006  0:016+0:069 0:030  0:012
17:0 < q2 < 19:0 0:018+0:013 0:017  0:009 0:034+0:024 0:032  0:019
1:1 < q2 < 6:0 0:101+0:017 0:017  0:009 0:224+0:032 0:033  0:013
15:0 < q2 < 19:0 0:010+0:017 0:014  0:007 0:019+0:030 0:025  0:015
Table 1. S-wave fraction (FS) in bins of q
2 for two mK regions. The rst uncertainty is statistical
and the second systematic.
t to determine the mK mass shape parameters (section 5), but for an mK range
796 < mK < 996 MeV=c
2. This yield has to be corrected for the S-wave fraction within
the narrow mK window of B
0! J= K0 decays, F J= K0S . The value of F J= K
0
S is
obtained from ref. [48] and is adjusted to the mK range 796 < mK < 996 MeV=c
2.
The ratio of B0 ! K0+  and B0! J= K0 events is corrected for the relative
eciency between the two decays, R = J= K0=K0+  . This ratio is determined using
simulated samples of B0! K(892)0+  and B0! J= K(892)0 decays. The angular
distributions of these samples are corrected to account for the presence of P- and S-wave
components with a relative abundance given by the measurements of section 6.3 and
ref. [48]. The systematic uncertainty associated with this correction is determined by
varying the components within the uncertainties of the measured values and recalculating
R. The resulting uncertainty on R is negligible.
The dierential branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+  decays in a q2 bin of width
(q2max   q2min) is given by
dB
dq2
=
R
(q2max   q2min)
(1  FSj1200644 )nK0+ 
(1  F J= K0S )nJ= K0
B(B0! J= K0)B(J= ! + ); (7.1)
where FSj1200644 , R and nK0+  correspond to quantities measured within the relevant q2
bin. The branching fraction B(B0 ! J= K(892)0) obtained from ref. [49] is
B(B0 ! J= K(892)0) = (1:19 0:01 0:08) 10 3;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. The branching fraction
for J= ! +  decays is taken from ref. [45]. The resulting dierential branching fraction
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Figure 5. Dierential branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+  decays as a function of q2.
The data are overlaid with the SM prediction from refs. [50, 51]. No SM prediction is included
in the region close to the narrow cc resonances. The result in the wider q2 bin 15:0 < q2 <
19:0 GeV2=c4 is also presented. The uncertainties shown are the quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties, and include the uncertainty on the B0! J= K0 and J= ! + 
branching fractions.
is shown in gure 5. The uncertainties given are a quadratic sum of statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties and the bands shown indicate the SM prediction from refs. [50, 51].
The results are also reported in table 2. The various sources of systematic uncertainties
are described in section 8.
The total branching fraction of the B0! K(892)0+  decay is obtained from the
sum over the eight q2 bins. To account for the fraction of signal events in the vetoed q2
regions, a correction factor of 1:532  0:001(stat)  0:010(syst) is applied. This factor is
determined using the calculation in ref. [52] and form factors from ref. [53]. The systematic
uncertainty is determined by recalculating the extrapolation factor using the form factors
from ref. [54] and taking the dierence to the nominal value. The resulting total branching
fraction is
B(B0! K(892)0+ ) = (1:036+0:018 0:017  0:012 0:007 0:070) 10 6;
where the uncertainties, from left to right, are statistical, systematic, from the extrap-
olation to the full q2 region and due to the uncertainty of the branching fraction of the
normalisation mode.
8 Systematic uncertainties
The sources of systematic uncertainty considered can alter the angular and mass dis-
tributions, as well as the ratio of eciencies between the signal and control channels.
In general, the systematic uncertainties are signicantly smaller than the statistical
uncertainties. The various sources of systematic uncertainty are discussed in detail below
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q2 bin (GeV2=c4) dB=dq2  10 7 (c4=GeV2)
0:10 < q2 < 0:98 1:163+0:076 0:084  0:033 0:079
1:1 < q2 < 2:5 0:373+0:036 0:035  0:011 0:025
2:5 < q2 < 4:0 0:383+0:035 0:038  0:010 0:026
4:0 < q2 < 6:0 0:410+0:031 0:030  0:011 0:028
6:0 < q2 < 8:0 0:496+0:032 0:032  0:012 0:034
11:0 < q2 < 12:5 0:558+0:036 0:036  0:014 0:038
15:0 < q2 < 17:0 0:611+0:031 0:042  0:023 0:042
17:0 < q2 < 19:0 0:385+0:029 0:024  0:018 0:026
1:1 < q2 < 6:0 0:392+0:020 0:019  0:010 0:027
15:0 < q2 < 19:0 0:488+0:021 0:022  0:008 0:033
Table 2. Dierential branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+  decays in bins of q2. The rst
uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic and the third due to the uncertainty on the
B0! J= K0 and J= ! +  branching fractions.
Source FSj1200644 dB=dq2 10 7(c4=GeV2)
Data-simulation dierences 0:008{0:013 0:004{0:021
Eciency model 0:001{0:010 0:001{0:012
S-wave mK model 0:001{0:017 0:001{0:015
B0 ! K(892)0 form factors | 0:003{0:017
B(B0! J= (! + )K0) | 0:025{0:079
Table 3. Summary of the main sources of systematic uncertainty on FSj1200644 and dB=dq2. Typical
ranges are quoted in order to summarise the eect the systematic uncertainties have across the
various q2 bins.
and are summarised in table 3. Motivated by eq. (7.1), the systematic uncertainty for FS
is presented for the mK region 644 < mK < 1200 MeV=c
2. Typical ranges are quoted in
order to summarise the eect the systematic uncertainties have across the various q2 bins.
Sources of systematic uncertainty that can aect both FS and the dierential branching
fraction are treated as 100% correlated.
8.1 Systematic uncertainties on the S-wave fraction
The impact of each source of systematic uncertainty on FS is estimated using pseudoex-
periments, where samples are generated varying one or more parameters. The value of FS
is determined using both the nominal model and the alternative model. For every pseu-
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doexperiment, the dierence between the two values of FS is computed. In general, the
systematic uncertainty is then taken as the average of this dierence over a large number
of pseudoexperiments. The exception to this is the statistical uncertainty of the eciency
correction. In order to account for this statistical variation, the standard deviation of
the dierence between the two values of FS from each pseudoexperiment is used instead.
The systematic uncertainty is evaluated in each q2 bin separately. The pseudodata are
generated with signal and background yields many times larger than those of the data,
rendering statistical eects negligible. The main systematic uncertainties on FS originate
from the eciency correction function and the choice of model used to describe the S-wave
component of the mK distribution of the signal.
There are two main systematic uncertainties associated with the eciency correc-
tion function used for determining FS. Firstly, an uncertainty arises from residual data-
simulation dierences. After all corrections to the simulation are applied, a dierence at
the level of 10% remains in the momentum spectrum of the pions between simulated and
genuine B0! J= K0 decays. A new eciency correction is derived after weighting the
simulated phase-space sample to account for this dierence. The second main systematic
uncertainty associated with the eciency correction is due to the order of the polynomi-
als used to describe the eciency function. To evaluate this uncertainty, a new eciency
correction is derived in which the polynomial order in q2 is increased by two. This change
is motivated by a small residual dierence between the q2 dependence of the nominal e-
ciency correction and the simulated phase-space sample, near the upper kinematic edge of
the q2 range. Uncertainties due to the limited size of the simulation sample used to derive
the eciency correction, as well as due to the evaluation of the eciency correction at the
centre of the q2 bin are also assessed and are found to be negligible.
To assess the modelling of the S-wave component in the mK distribution, pseudoex-
periments are produced where the LASS line shape is exchanged for the sum of resonant
K0 (800)0 (also known as the  resonance) and K0 (1430)0 contributions. An additional
variation is considered where the parameters of the LASS distribution, determined in
B0 ! J= K0 decays using the model described in ref. [44], are exchanged for those
measured by the LASS collaboration [29]. The largest of the two variations is taken as the
systematic uncertainty on the S-wave model. Systematic uncertainties associated with the
modelling of the P-wave mK distribution of the signal are found to be negligible.
Integrating the dierential decay rate given in eq. (2.3) over cos ` and 
0 results in
the cancellation of terms involving the angular observables S3, AFB and S9. However the
integral of the product of the dierential decay rate with the eciency correction, given
in eq. (6.2), results in a residual dependence of the signal distribution on these angular
observables. By generating pseudoexperiments with observables S3, AFB and S9 either set
to zero or varied within the uncertainties measured in ref. [27], the systematic uncertainty
on FS is assessed. Even considering the largest variation observed, the resulting systematic
uncertainty is negligible.
All other sources of systematic uncertainties described in ref. [27], such as the modelling
of the mK distribution of the signal and background, the choice of the mK and cos K
background models and the eect of residual specic backgrounds, are found to be sub-
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dominant. The eect of neglecting a possible D-wave K+  component, arising from the
tail of the K2 (1430)0, is also assessed and found to be negligible.
8.2 Systematic uncertainties on the dierential branching fraction
Systematic uncertainties aecting the dierential branching fraction predominantly arise
through: the knowledge of R, the ratio of the reconstruction and selection eciencies
described in section 7; the uncertainty of the branching fraction of the decay B0! J= K0,
which is shown as a separate systematic uncertainty in table 2; and systematic uncertainties
related to the determination of FS, which are propagated to the dierential branching
fraction measurement.
The imperfect knowledge of the B ! K form-factor model used in the generation of
the B0! K0+  simulated sample aects the determination of the ratio of eciencies
R. A systematic uncertainty is therefore assessed by weighting simulated events to account
for the variations between the models described in refs. [50] and [54].
As described in section 8.1, after all corrections to the simulation are applied, a small
dierence remains in the momentum spectrum of the pions between simulated and genuine
B0! J= K0 decays. The ratio R, and consequently dB=dq2, is therefore calculated by
weighting the simulated B0! K(892)0+  and B0! J= K(892)0 decays to account
for the observed dierences.
Other sources of systematic uncertainties aecting the determination of the signal
yield, such as the choice of model to describe the mK distribution of the signal and
the background components, the choice of the mK and cos K models to describe the
background, and the eect of residual specic backgrounds, are found to be negligible.
9 Conclusions
This paper presents the rst measurement of the S-wave fraction in the K+  system of
B0! K0+  decays using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
3 fb 1 collected at the LHCb experiment. Accounting for the measured S-wave fraction in
the wide mK region, the rst measurement of the P-wave component of the dierential
branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+  decays is reported in bins of q2. All previous
measurements of the dierential branching fraction have compared the combination of S-
and P-wave components to the theory prediction, which is made purely for the resonant P-
wave part of the K+  system. The measurements of the S-wave fraction presented in this
paper are compatible with theory predictions [18{20] and support previous estimates [21].
In the absence of any previous measurement, such estimates have been used to assign a
systematic uncertainty for a possible S-wave component [21]. The measurements of the S-
wave fraction presented in this paper allow these estimates to be replaced with an accurate
assessment of the scalar component in B0! K0+  decays. The resulting measurements
of the dierential branching fraction of B0! K(892)0+  decays are the most precise
to date and are in good agreement with the SM predictions.
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A The mK distribution of the signal
The K+  invariant mass distribution of the signal candidates is modelled by two dis-
tributions. For the P-wave component, a relativistic Breit-Wigner function is used, given
by
fBW(mK) =
p
kp

k
k892

B01(k; k892; d)B00(p; p892; d)
m2K  m2892   im892 892(mK)
; (A.1)
where
p
kp is the phase-space factor,  892(mK) is given by
 892(mK) =  892B
0 2
1 (k; k892; d)

k
k892
3m892
mK

; (A.2)
and B0 are Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors as dened in ref. [45]. The parameter d is
the meson radius parameter and is set to 1.6 GeV 1c [44]. The systematic uncertainty
associated with the choice of this value is negligible. The parameters m892 and  892 are
the pole mass and width of the K(892)0 resonance, and k (p) is the momentum of the K+
(K0) in the rest frame of the K0 (B0) evaluated at a given mK. The parameters k892
and p892 are the values of k and p evaluated at the pole mass of the K
(892)0 resonance.
In eq. (A.1), the orbital angular momentum between the K(892)0 and the dimuon system
is considered to be zero. The inclusion of a higher orbital angular momentum component
has a negligible eect on the measurements.
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The S-wave component of the signal is modelled using the LASS parameterisation [29],
given by
fLASS(mK) =
p
kpB01(k; k1430; d)

k
k1430

1
cot B   i + e
2iB
1
cot R   i

; (A.3)
where k1430 is the momentum of the K
0 in the B0 rest frame, evaluated at the pole mass
of the K0 (1430)0 resonance. The terms cot B and cot R are given by
cot B =
1
ak
+
rk
2
(A.4)
and
cot R =
m21430  m2K
m1430 1430(mK)
; (A.5)
with the running width  1430(mK) in turn given by
 1430(mK) =  1430
k
k1430
m1430
mK
: (A.6)
The parameters m1430 and  1430 are the pole mass and width of the K

0 (1430)
0 resonance,
and k1430 is the momentum of the kaon in the K
0 rest frame, evaluated at the pole mass
of the K0 (1430)0 resonance. The second term of eq. (A.3) is equivalent to a Breit-Wigner
function for the K0 (1430)0. The rst term of eq. (A.3) contains two empirical parameters
fa; rg. These parameters are xed to the values a = 3:83 GeV=c 1 and r = 2:86 GeV=c 1,
determined in B0! J= K0 decays using the model described in ref. [44].
In order to assess the systematic eect of this choice, these parameters are also xed to
values from the LASS experiment, a = 1:94 GeV=c 1 and r = 1:76 GeV=c 1. The resulting
systematic uncertainty is found to be negligible.
B Likelihood t projections
Figures 6{9 show the projections of the tted probability density function on mK, mK
and cos K . Figure 6 shows the wider q
2 bins of 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4 and 15:0 < q2 <
19:0 GeV2=c4, gures 7{9 show the mK, mK and cos K projections respectively for
the ner q2 bins. In all gures, the solid line denotes the total tted distribution. The
individual components, signal (blue shaded area) and background (red hatched area), are
also shown.
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Figure 6. Angular and mass distributions for the q2 bins 1:1 < q2 < 6:0 GeV2=c4 (left) and
15:0 < q2 < 19:0 GeV2=c4 (right). The distributions of cos K and mK are shown for candidates in
the signal mK window of 50 MeV=c2 around the known B0 mass.
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Figure 7. The K+ +  invariant mass distributions for the ne q2 bins.
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Figure 8. The K+  invariant mass distributions for the ne q2 bins for candidates in the signal
mK window of 50 MeV=c2 around the known B0 mass.
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Figure 9. The cos K angular distributions for the ne q
2 bins for candidates in the signal mK
window of 50 MeV=c2 around the known B0 mass.
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